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Targeting two significant markets in early 

detection and precision medicine
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Stages of liver disease progression
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Unmet need - economic burden
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“Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, or NAFLD, 

which affects roughly 100 million Americans, 

costs the United States healthcare system 

$32 billion annually […]”

Intermountain Medical Center. "Economic burden of fatty liver disease in US is $32 billion annually, new study finds." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 3 July 2018. 

<www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/07/180703105956.htm>



State-of-the-art diagnosis

• Liver enzymes

• Ultrasound and CT

• Liver biopsy

• Vibration-Controlled Transient 

Elastography (VCTE)
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State-of-the-art diagnosis

• Liver enzymes

– Measure liver damage

• Ultrasound and CT

– Indirect method

• Liver biopsy

– Gold standard, but localized and very invasive

• Vibration-Controlled Transient Elastography 

(VCTE)

– Indirect method
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No single test for 

function of the liver



Fetor hepaticus and advanced liver failure

• “breath of the dead” strong musty 

smell (Schiff, 1946)

• sign of advanced liver failure

• caused by thiols passing directly 

into the lungs

– in portal hypertension 

(portosystemic shunting)

• responsible compounds likely 

dimethyl sulfide, methanethiol

7Biochem J. 1955 Mar; 59(3): 372–375.



High concentration of exogenous VOC limonene 

associated with liver disease
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Fernández del Río R et al., EBioMedicine (2015); 2(9); 1243–1250

● Patients with liver cirrhosis have raised levels of 

limonene in their breath due to failure of the liver 

to produce metabolic enzymes

● After liver transplant, limonene levels in exhaled 

breath return to normal as metabolism is restored

● VOCs in breath can be used to monitor a patient’s 

response to therapeutic intervention

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4588000/pdf/main.pdf


Endogenous vs exogenous VOCs



Exogenous VOC (EVOC®) probe administration

● EVOC probes need a priori understanding of disease mechanisms.

● Targeted approach allows more rigorous method development 

allowing high performance of a target analyte.
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EVOC® probes - key features
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● Exogenous VOCs can be used to assess 

metabolic function in vivo

● Enzymatic activity assessed by monitoring EVOC 

Probe clearance and the secretion of metabolic 

product(s).

● Completely non-invasive

● Can administer cocktail of probes to test 

multiple targets

● Safe probes simplify regulatory requirements 

● EVOC Probe substrates are very low cost 



Pilot study aims

● Independent validation of the effect of liver disease on exhaled limonene 

levels previously reported by Fernandez del Rio et al.

● Identify prospective breath biomarkers for differentiating healthy controls, 

cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)

● Explore changing breath biomarker profiles relative to liver disease 

severity
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Pilot study design:
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● Three equal (n=15) study groups: Cirrhosis, HCC and Healthy Controls

● All participants aged 30+

● Cirrhosis and HCC groups matched for age, gender and known risk-factors

● Initial comparison of Unhealthy (Cirrhosis & HCC) vs. Healthy

● HCC patients with severe liver damage excluded to aid identification of HCC 

biomarkers



Discovery or targeted analysis?

● Discovery is necessary where biomarkers attributed to a disease are unknown

● Where promising biomarkers have been discovered, a targeted analysis is possible

○ analytical method + data analysis method optimized for target

○ quantification of target compounds

● Thermo Orbitrap Q Exactive has been selected for the work discussed here

○ Higher linear dynamic range

○ Compound identification (NIST + accurate mass)

○ A wealth of high resolution information for retrospective analysis
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Quantification of limonene

• Calibration curve at start 

and end of sequence

• Linearity up to 250ng on-

tube
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Quantification of limonene in breath

• Good precision across 

sequence ensures

analytical variability is low

• Average %accuracy of QC 

is 91.6%, giving confidence 

in standard preparation

• QC independently 

prepared from calibrants
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Limonene levels increased in liver disease
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● 21 controls

● 13 HCC

● 12 Liver cirrhosis



Focus on liver cirrhosis
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Focus on liver cirrhosis
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Contributing factors
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Contributing factors
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Next steps

• Continue recruitment

• Expand analysis to other compounds/terpenes → discovery

• Challenge liver with limonene EVOC probe

– Overcomes problems with different exposure through diet

– Could enable us to see differences in earlier disease stages (NASH)
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